
















step 01 _ wall 
 
Choose a wall suitable in height and length with the 
baseboard protruding no more than 1 1/4” from plumb 
below where the hanging rail will mount. Preferably, 
the wall should have studs @ 16” O.C. Use a stud-
finder to pre locate wall studs for positioning the 
hanging rail. 

step 02 _ rail 
 
The hanging rail will be mounted at either 6’-1 1/2” 
or 7’-1 1/2” a.f.f., whichever is more convenient. These 
distances are from the floor to the bottom of the rail 
angle. (If floor is carpeted, amount of depression must 
be taken into account and mounting height lowered as 
necessary) Decide where rail is to be located horizon-
tally along the wall and drill holes corresponding to 
stud location. Fasten rail from center first, leveling 
to either side.

step 03 _ standards/spacers 
 
Pin standards to rail, justifying with 3’-0” between. 
Adjust leveling feet until standards are plumb. Fasten 
lower spacers at desired heights and square stan-
dards. 

step 04 _ cabinets 
 
Pin cabinets onto standards at desired height. Use 
smaller diameter screws to hold cabinets in place tem-
porarily, replacing them with 1/4” bolts after cabinets 
are in place.

step 05 _ shelves 
 
Fasten metal shelves between standards at desired 
heights/locations. Space shelves off standards with 
washers for size 10 screws. Approximately three 
washers on each side of the shelves. For cabinet 
shelves, simply insert pins at proper height and slide 
shelves in. 

step 06 _ brackets 
 
Fasten brackets in place at desired heights using 1/4” 
fasteners.

step 07 _ desk surfaces 
 
Locate desk/work surfaces along brackets and fasten 
from beneath with size 12, 3/4” long pan head sheet 
metal screws.

step 08 _ glass doors 
 
Before setting dors in place, wax door slots with 
Butcher’s Wax (or similar) to smooth sliding action. Lift 
doors into place. Enjoy.
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shelving system assembled and in use - note: heavier items placed on floating interior shelves so as not to bow cabinet bottoms detail of standard/metal shelving connection
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single shelving unit in furniture groupingsingle bay shelving unit with work surface/drawer


